
2015 MIA MOUSSEUX BRUT ROSÉ

THE VINTAGE

The 2015 vintage was another extraordinary, nearly ideal growing season. 
With warm weather conditions in the winter continuing through spring and 
summer, a mild August and September gave break to what was an intense 
growing season. The result was concentrated, balanced fruit. Extra hang 
time for the fruit allowed it to mature gradually and develop stunning 
flavors that were harmoniously balanced against acids. Overall, it is one of 
those rare vintages where high yields beget exceptional quality.

THE VINEYARD

The fruit designated for our brut rosé comes from fifteen-year-old vines 
grown at the crest of our Mia block. The farming methods used in this 
section of our vineyard are specifically tailored for the production of 
sparkling wine.

THE WINEMAKING

A blend of 75% Pinot Noir and 25% Chardonnay, the grapes for our Brut 
Rosé were hand-picked, hand-sorted, and carefully vinified in small 
lots. Following fermentation, the young vin clair were carefully blended 
in the spring, then finished in a capped Champagne bottle. The final 
cuvée was then aged on yeast for 24 months, just enough time to 
achieve refined effervescence and creaminess without diminishing its 
refreshing, vibrant appeal. 

WINEMAKER’S TASTING NOTES

Dry, complex and flavorful, the 2015 Mia Mousseux opens with an 
ebullient bouquet of golden raspberries, Queen Anne’s cherries, freshly 
cut red apple, acacia honey, and the merest hint of chalky minerality. 
On the palate, pert acidity holds aloft a rich and delicately burbling core 
of clotted cream, candied grapefruit, and bee pollen.

ACCOLADES

90 Points - Wine Enthusiast
90 Points - Wine & Spirits
90 Points - International Wine Report

VARIETAL: 75% Pinot Noir, 25% Chardonnay

APPELLATION: Dundee-Hills 

PRODUCTION: 350 cases

ALCOHOL: 12.9%

RETAIL: $70.00
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